No.L&M(PPRA)10-1/2011
GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB
PUNJAB PROCUREMENT REGULATORY
AUTHORITY, S&GAD
Alfaloh Building, 3rd Floor, The Mall Road
Lahore
Dated Lahore, the 25th Sep, 2019

To

01. The Chairman, Planning & Development Board, Punjab;
02. The Senior Member, Board of Revenue, Government of the Punjab;
03. The Inspector General of Police, Punjab;
04. All the Administrative Secretaries, Government of the Punjab;
05. All the Divisional Commissioners in Punjab;
06. All the Deputy Commissioner in Punjab;
07. All the District Police Officer in Punjab;
08. The Registrar, Lahore High Court, Lahore;
09. All Heads of Autonomous Bodies;
10. All Heads of Attached Department;

Subject: ANNUAL PROCUREMENT PLAN UPLOADING ON PPRA WEBSITE

PPRA has been frequently approached by the public sector organizations with the excuses of non-uploading of annual procurement plan. Either some procuring agencies have uploaded their plan in wrong section of web site or some have given reason of non-availability of budget. Therefore, in order to facilitate all procuring agencies a dispensation is being allowed upto 15-10-2019 for uploading the procurement plan on PPRA site as is required under rule 8 of the PPRA Rules-2014, failing which the procuring agency plan will not be accepted by the system which is being modified for the time being as a one time dispensation.
It is to be noted that in future no such dispensation will be given, for equity aid, the vigilant and not the indolent. So, procuring agencies are advised to upload their plan within time prescribed to comply legal requirement of Rule 8 of PPRA Rule 2014.

(SHAHID HUSSAIN)
MANAGING DIRECTOR
PPRA, S&GAD

CC:

A copy is forwarded for information to:

1. Staff Officer to Chief Secretary, Govt. of the Punjab.
2. Web Developer / Data Administrator, PPRA, Punjab.
3. Director Training & Development, PITB.
4. PA to MD PPRA